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Excursion to Stockholm 

Welcome to Stockholm! 

When we all together arrive in Stockholm by the local train, we will be in the very centre of the town. 
Stockholm is located where Lake Mälaren — Sweden's third largest lake — flows out into the Baltic Sea. 
The central part of the city is not so extended and it is possible to walk to most of the attractions. The 
centre consists of several islands, beautiful buildings and parks on the water, as well as the Royal Castel, 
the Old Town, shopping areas and a lot of very different Museums.  

 

We begin with a guided tour of the City Hall, where the famous Nobel dinner takes place every year.  

 

After the visit, we believe that a free afternoon will be the best solution for Fepto participants with many 
different interests. The days before our visit to Stockholm, we will guide you through the map of the 
town and present the many different possible attractions.  

In many museums you pay no entry at all, and it is completely free to enjoy art, architecture, history and 
culture. You can now have a look at: 1.) The FREE options and 2.) The most peculiar attractions.   

1.) Free Museums:  

http://www.visitstockholm.com/en/See--do/Guides/museums-with-free-entry/ 

N.B. The National Museum is currently under renovation; nevertheless museum continues its activities 
through collaborations and temporary exhibitions at the Royal Swedish Academy of Fine Arts (Moderna 
Museet) and in Kulturhuset (the House of Culture), both with free entrance. 

2.) “Things to do in Stockholm” 

http://www.visitstockholm.com/en/see--do/guides/stockholm-top-10/ 

In the evening we will meet at the restaurant 
Ellora, (Hornsgatan 85, Stockholm) for the din-
ner. The restaurant is only a few minutes walk 
from the Station of the local train that will take 
us back to Sigtuna. 

ENJOY! 

 

Mariolina Werner 

Secretary of the LOC 
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